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Hi, I'm Priyanka Balaji and I’m a Senior Associate Product Manager at Equinix. In this video, I’m going
to take you through the New Connections Inventory for Layer 2 connections. Please note that the
Legacy Connections Inventory is still available to use till February 2022.
I’m logged into the Equinix Fabric Portal and here is the old Connections Inventory page. You can
access the new Inventory by clicking on the highlighted hyperlink here, or you can click on the
connections drop-down and select Connections Inventory.

The new Connections Inventory offers a Singular view of all virtual connections, with advanced filtering
and search capabilities for easier accessibility. As we scroll down, there are several options to locate an
existing incoming or outgoing Layer 2 connection. If you have the name of the connection handy, you
can run a simple search by typing in this text field. You can also search by categories such as
Connection and Company Name, Authentication Key, Access Point, VLAN, UUID and Service Token from
this drop-down.
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Custom filters can then be used to adjust the table below by Connection Status, Origin and
Destination Location and Access Point, and Connection type. Check boxes under ‘Other’ also
provide the option to filter redundant, remote or connections that use a service token. Please note that
the filters can be cleared at any given point by clicking on either the individual Clear Filter options or
the Clear all Filters option here. The list of connections and associated attributes can be
downloaded using the Export .csv file option. You can also edit the columns listed by default by
clicking on this icon here to show/hide columns and customize your view. The number of
connections per page can also be customized from this drop-down.

That concludes this demo, thanks for watching!
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